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G O D L Y N O T I C E / DECLARATION 25 October 2019, Friday.

This Godly Notice also replies the below given Letter from the President's Secretariat of the
Government in India, received in Reply to the Godly Book sent to the President detailing
the Supreme Science of the Universe and GOD, consisting the Godly Economics in the

Elements of the Soil @ Earth, which in turn ban also the Evilly Pensions in the Societies /
Nations & support the Reverse Mortgage for those needing, by all Governments on Earth,

besides the EMERGENCIES connected with GODLY REVOLUTION.

This GODLY NOTICE has been sent to the
Central Govt, advising the President & Prime

Minister about the fast nearing Godly
Revolution to start taking Remedial Measures.
Copied to some People & Media by WhatsApp
.. along with a portion of Loan Appln to SBI, as
Reverse Mortgage is a Serious Public Issue.
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This GODLY NOTICE is intended for all People on Earth including the Public Servants @
People's Slaves, namely King, President, Prime Minister, Chief Minister, etc. The Supreme
Science of Justice @ Omkaara NeethiShaasthram divides the GODLY NOTICE into 5 Parts :
1. Godly Authority of the Writer, 2. Five simple but astonishing Godly Tips in People's Life,
3. Primary duty of all Govts is to confirm that all old people are rightly cared. Eg. RM Loan
4. About the fast approaching GODLY REVOLUTION, 5. Some Godly Works of the Writer,

6. Emergencies to be followed by the Government in India and all other Countries.

1. Godly Authority of the Writer : Personal details are scientifically and extensively made
available in the Freely downloadable Godly Books in www.omsathyam.com . To brief,
'BRAHMAM the unexplainable Supreme Truth+Power beyond the Universe', neither

Creature, nor man/woman has written OM on/in my Tongue, Fish Avataar entered into me.
'BRAHMAMMahaaDevi' has appointed me as the Supreme Justice cum (MahaaDaasan cum)
MahaaDevan PARAMASHIVAN. The Supreme Power MAHAADEVI reveals me the Supreme
Scientific Lessons of the Universe, and about GOD, while the Supreme Powers like the

OMKAARAM conferred to me be activated soon, at the Right Time decided by MAHAADEVI.

2. Five (5) simple but astonishing Godly Tips in People's Life, 2.1 :Many people know the
fact that the Elements of the Soil @ Earth develop as Body of all Creatures including human
beings. People know further that the Elements act / react Not only in Laboratories, but also
in the Bodies of Creatures; that is why the Food, Medicine, Liquor, Poison, etc which are
basically Elements and/or Compounds act/react with the Elements of the Body of the
Creatures, and supply Pleasures, Pain, Sleep, Unconsciousness, and even 'Death-in-

particular birth' to the Soul. In line with the Supreme Science of Justice @ the Omkaara
NeethiShaasthram, most of the human beings are awarded with the Wisdom to understand
self that the Elements including the Body, Food, Medicine, etc are Portions of the Earth @
GOD which Supply Pleasures including Pain, Knowledge and Power to the Soul; and that the
Soul is Always 'the Receiver' and the Body @ the Elements @ the Earth is always 'the Giver'.
The Body is basically acting on its own and allow/give the Soul some Powers to move only a
few organs of the Body made by the Body/Elements such as Tongue, Lower jaw, Eye lids,
Fingers, Hand, Toes, and Legs ; making the Soul feel that the Soul controls the Body. It's
part of the Supreme Parental Love of the Body upon the Soul. In order to give Power,
Knowledge and Pleasures to the Soul, the Body gives Hunger to the Soul; the Soul at its

discretion tries/eats Food @Elements with the help of the Body @ Elements, and the Body
@ Elements gives Pleasures like Taste Enjoyment, Wisdom and Power to do any action out
of Food @ Elements to the Soul. The Pleasures such as Human Parental love, Romantic love,
sex, are in between Souls and people mistake that they are by body. Those Pleasures are

shared NOT by the Body, but by Souls through the 'Open Birth-Qualities' of the Soul namely
Colour, Beauty, Smell, Feel etc linked only to/with the Skin of Bodies in all the Creatures.
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The Skin covering the external Muscles as well as the internal organs such as Lungs, Liver,
Heart, Intestine, Kidney, etc. Linked with the Soul are supplied with the Pleasures including
the Pains for the activities of the Soul(s) by the Body. The Elements in general including the
Body are the Solid form of God; the Water is the Liquid from of God, and Oxygen is the

Gaseous form of GOD which decide everything in the Universe; work together for the Souls
as per the Scientific Laws merged in the Elements in the Body. The Soul is completely

Powerless & the Body @ Elements supply Power, Knowledge and most Pleasures to the
Soul. The Earth comprising Elements, Water, and Oxygen are basically One and decide

Awarding Birth Qualities to Souls in the 100 Human Births reached after Fish, Plant, Bird,
and Animal. The Moksham@ Star status attained only at the completion of the 100 human

births including One Cow/Ox birth in the end. As said the Birth Qualities such as
Female/Male, Colour, FaceShape, Beauty of Organs, General Height, General Oldage as per
the Creational Fate and its change as per the Protective Fate mingling the Supreme Science,
Health including one to five handicapped births and Sickness, General Wisdomas per the
Creational Fate and its change as per the Protective Fate, Taste of Work, Tastes of (Right)

Hobby, Place of Birth in the different lands in/on Earth, etc are decided by the
Elements/Earth/Oxygen in all those 100 human and other Births in accordance with the

Supreme Science of Justice @ the Omkaara NeethiShaasthram. The Oxygen @ the Gaseous
form of GOD rules all Souls when they live as Creatures availing the Body comprising the
Solid form Soil/Earth, and the Liquid form Water in the Blood. The Soul is appointed like a
Temporary Commander of the Body, while the Real Commander, the OXYGEN @ SHAKTHI
@ JEEVAN visits the Soul every now and then and decide upon the Body supplied to the

Soul. When human beings breathe approximately 18 times in a minute, the Oxygen knows
even the Thoughts of all People/Souls; build and disintegrate all cells in the Body, managing

all systems within such as Food, Digestion, Growth of Cells-cum-Organs, Health (and
Sickness), Excretion, Reproduction, Delivery, Breast milk, etc etc. The Oxygen is the

Supreme Power of the Earth, entering into each Body of all Creatures, whereas the Body of
every Creature which is the Portion of Earth act as an Individual God to every Soul.

The Air, Heat, Sunlight etc required for Living are NOT brought from Sky, Sun, etc by human
and other creatures, but are all arranged/ established by the OXYGEN / Earth. The activities
of the OXYGEN and the other Elements are established by Oxygen as per Scientific Laws
merged into them. Man can act upon the Elements including the Body only as per the

Scientific Laws in them. These are all very extensive scientific matters connected with the
Supreme Science of Justice @ the OMKAARA NeethiShaasthram. They are all explained and

Scientifically proved in the Godly E-Books published. For example, (1)
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/OM.pdf ,(2)

www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/Aanandham.pdf , (3) ... MahaaVedam.pdf etc.
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2.2. 'BRAHMAM the unexplainable Supreme Truth+Power' beyond the Universe, is also
detailed in simply understanding words and style. The Supreme Power which creates all
Pleasures and everything in the Universe can also be simply understood as beyond all

Pleasures including Worship. As a reason for Creating the Universe and to make+treat the
Creatures as Babies, the Supreme Power GOD accepts and establish 'Supreme Parental
Love and Care to the Creatures/Babies' as the lone Pleasures of GOD' which is set in

physical terms as exactly 100 times of the human parental love and care to the babies. The
generation of Shiva & SHAKTHI by BRAHMAM, and BRAHMAM joining with SHAKTHI alone
as the 'Sound BRAHMAM OM' & matters about the Creation and Protection of the Universe
including the Creatures@Babies are scientifically proven and detailed in the E-Books, for
example www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/Aanandham.pdf . The SHAKTHI and
Shiva, the Supreme Mother and Father of the Universe form as Proton & Electron in the
atoms and develop self as Elements and Bodies for supplying Pleasures to their Babies

'Souls' which are created originally as Portions of the Powerless Shiva. It's established for
the Souls born to live, are living, and to live is for enjoying Pleasures. In order that all babies
get Equal pleasures, together with the Physical Science, the Science of Duties and Virtues

are also merged into the Elements as per the Supreme Science of Justice by OM in the atoms.

Thus the Elements @ Portions of Earth @ GOD do contain within them the Scientific Laws
for Creation, Protection, and the Supreme Justice including the Destruction @Moksham.
The scientific laws dissolved in the Elements including that of the Bodies are being revealed
at the discretion of the Elements @ Earth commanded by the Oxygen. The laws revealed
yesterday, and will reveal tomorrow, were present in the Elements during its origination

1000 Crores of years ago too. The Powers and Qualities of the Elements are to be
understood as the Physical Science @ Bhouthika Shaasthram, the first Vedam; the Science

of Duties and Virtues @ Dharma Shaasthram, the 2nd Vedam, and the OM within the
Atoms doing the Supreme Science of Justice @ Omkaara Science of Justice, the 3rd Vedam.
The Vedams @ the MahaaVedam@ the MahaaShaasthram@ the Supreme Science of the
Universe are thus available at all times in the Soil @ Earth, the MahaaShaasthram can be

easily understood as the Infinite and Supreme Knowledge of GOD.

The human beings, are awarded with the Wisdom, Knowledge and Powers to learn the
Supreme Science and develop / increase Pleasures using the Laws of the Physical Science in

the Elements mistake often that they invent / create, etc. To make them happy, self
independent, and to choose the Virtues by themselves, the Elements@ Portions of GOD do
reveal the scientific laws merged in the Elements with Supreme Parental Love as detailed
and scientifically proved in the above Supreme E-Book, ... Aanandham.pdf etc. However,
the man could not recognize the Qualities of the Elements as the Science of Virtues.
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Man should have understood that GOD does the Supreme Justice in the matters of all
Creatures and that GOD need fully perfect laws so that no defects or discrepancies occur in
GOD's jurisdictions and executions. Hence GOD formulated Dharma Shaasthram@ the
Science of Duties and Virtues to be followed by Creatures with Physical Existence and
established them differently in line with the Styles of Living and set for them thru the
Elements in their Bodies. The differences in Bodily Systems such as Organs, and their

functions are all set with different Dharma Shaasthram for different Creatures. GOD has
also merged Minus Powers in the Elements such that the Science of Duties and Virtues @
Dharma Shaasthram established by Oxygen @ GOD alone will suit the Happy and Righteous
Living of the Creatures especially when the human beings act differently with human made
Laws without any Physical Existence. Actions of Minus Powers are detailed in the a.m.Book.
If People differ from the Godly Dharma Shaasthram, by way of Taxes, Religions, Political
parties, Human Legislatures and Courts, Insurance, Lottery, Wrong Sex, Wrong Liquor, etc
the Minus Powers react thru the Elements in the Bodies and create / bring up Riots, Wars,
Terrorism, etc endangering the Society / Nation (s) as happening everywhere on Earth. It
means the people who act as Leaders of political, religious, tribal etc groups in the nation
formulating and implementing laws without any physical existence in the elements, are the
Worst Culprits / Criminals. That's, the root cause of moral degeneration in society is the

unnecessary and evilly encroachment on laws which have no material existence.

2.3. It's easy to understand that when the Science of Duties and Virtues, with its branches,
the Moral Science, Economics, Job/ Labor Science, Political Science, Science of Justice and
the sub-branches of all of them are available in the Elements of the Earth including that of
the Bodies of Creatures, the human legislation/legislature, elections for appointing people's
servants etc are utter nonsense and evilly. When 4+1 Ministers and a King can decide social
matters of the Panchayat as well as of the States and the Central government from the

Laws in the Elements, the Human Courts and related jobs can be found unwanted & evilly.
People's Money should be used only as per the Science of Duties and Virtues. The Public

Services to address the Common needs of the people at the expense of the people must be
done in accordance with the laws of Physical Science, the Science of Duties and Virtues, and
the Science of Justice contained in the Elements. It is not the job of the Servants including

the King to abduct and act on laws that have no physical existence naming them as
Constitution, etc. Laws of the Land are decided by the Land @ God and are available in the
Land. The Slaves have no right to impose Fines or grant Subsidies to people @ the Boss. For

example, the Writer who is financially poor, 2/3 years before left out the Gas Subsidy
offered by People's Slaves as they who live upon the Public Bread have no such Rights.

Taxes are without any material existence; formed out of Evilly encroachment of laws, hence
to be eliminated; so that people may get LPG for Rs.200/14.2kg, petrol Rs.20 per litre etc. !!
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2.4. Every human being has to live and work according to the birth qualities namely
Female/Male, Colour, Face Shape, Beauty, Height, Oldage as per Creational Fate, Health,
Creational Wisdom, Job Taste, Hobby Taste, Birth Place, Qualities of Parents and other

relatives, etc. As per the Protective Fate partial differentiation is possible and/or happen in
health (strength), intelligence, occupation, hobbies, etc. All human beings / creatures, are
the children of the Earth @ GOD. Body of the Creature is the Portion of the Single GOD
Earth @MahaaShiva @MahaaDevi @ Supreme Mother while Soul is Portion of the

Powerless Shiva Chakram@ Sky @ ParamaShivan @ Supreme Soul @ Supreme Father.

All occupations / Jobs on earth can be divided into four categories: Cleanliness, Necessity,
Requirement and Recreation/Hobby. They are the original division of Jobs. The

Chaathurvarnyam in India is only a Decayed Skeleton from the past Creation Cycle. Details
available in the ... MahaaVedam.pdf . The Science of Duties and Virtues @ Dharma

Shaasthram has branches and sub-disciplines such as Labor, Logic, Ethics, Economics,
Political Science, Science of Justice etc detailed in the a.m. E-Books.

All kinds of Workers are needed in the Society / Nation. The differences in Job Taste, Hobby
Taste, Wisdom etc obtained by Birth @ those awarded by Earth / Oxygen fulfill the Job
Requirements of the Society. The differences in Birth Qualities change in the 100 human
births and the Total Quantity of Pleasures received in the 100 Births remain One and the
Same for all people as well as for all Creatures. GOD @ Earth @ the Supreme Mother give
Equal pleasures to all Children. Hence Ego, Jealousy, Revenge etc will only humiliate self.
Basically all people are their Kings enjoying full freedom limited only to the Science of

Duties and Virtues in the Elements to be followed in Life. No one is a slave to others except
the public servants. The people have the Supreme Rights & Authority to punish and fine all

civil servants, including the king, ministers, the police force etc living at people's cost.

It's the Supreme Establishment of the Supreme Power Earth that all Creatures are allowed
with Complete Freedom as per the Bodily Systems awarded to them by Earth. People,
especially the Public Servants take care that the Godly awarded Freedom to Creatures

including their Bosses (the people) are Not hurt by them. The Supreme Science within the
Elements including the Bodies ever award Freedom while the human made laws without
material existence ever hurt the awarded Freedom. For example, (1) converting People's
wealth into the Ant-eatable, easily fire catchable, easily spoiling, sick spreading Paper

Currency which cannot be even washed with water is a severe mistake, fake work and sin.
The (fake) paper currencies can be made only by fake governments. The real money with
value can be made as 'anti -Ant-eatable, Not fire catchable, Not easily spoiling, Not sick
spreading gold, silver and copper coins which can be washed well with water, and even

immersed in water for centuries; with same Value irrespective of who makes it.
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The fake rulers, the Sinners who do not know the value of money, encroach into people's
freedom with the fake paper currencies, and steal their Bosses, the people. They better
know that they acquire large quantities of sin and Godly Punishment by endangering
People's privacy and freedom to earn, secure and save their Wealth until their Death.

(2) GOD has decided the Organs for all Creatures and fitted them as Parts of the Body made
by Elements which are portions of the Supreme Physical Form of GOD, the Supreme EARTH.

People as well as other Creatures enjoy the Godly awarded Freedom to eat or not eat
anything, to use or not use anything, without troubling others in general, as per Dharma
Shaasthram. Only the Severe Sinners can make laws and insist / compel people to use

Aadhaar, helmet, umbrella, shoes, etc which are not fitted by Earth/Elements as Parts of
the Body. With regard to Clothes wearing, it must be understood as the Basic requirement
established for differentiating the Sexual Relationship from Man and other Creatures,
allowing human beings alone to run Family Life with Increase of Pleasures applying the

Scientific laws of the Elements. (It's established by the Dharma Shaasthram in the Elements
that Family Life with Sexual limitations alone can allow Scientific research and development
and bring out the Infinite Pleasures from the Elements @ Earth, like the Infinite varieties of
food, clothes, houses and equipment, jewellery, vehicles, television, mobile phones etc etc.
The free sex in animals are banned for human beings basically by Clothes. Hence clothes
should not be compared with Aadhaar, helmets, etc.) A government shall only inform the
People about the Plus and Minus Qualities of Products like Aadhaar, Helmet, etc. It's the

Godly awarded individual freedom to use or not to use Aadhaar helmet umbrella shoes etc.
In the matter of the Helmets, Clothes, etc covering the Face intended for pleasures and
general distinguishing, the evilly Laws of certain evilly rulers and religious men are in fact
registering large quantities of Sins and Godly Punishment in their names themselves.

All people, especially the Police force who are close to the people to safeguard primarily
the Security of the People at the expense of the People, must mind that they live and obey

only the Dharma Shaasthram@ the Science of Duties and Virtues contained in the
Elements of the EARTH @ the Supreme Physical Form of the Supreme Power GOD @

MahaaShakthi @ MahaaDevi @ 'MahaaDevi+MahaaDaasan MahaaDevan ParamaShivan'.
The Police and other governmental forces as well as civil officials are presently Under

wrong Laws without material existence, constituted by Wrongs, Wicked, Imperfect, etc. For
example, taxes are NOT in the Elements means No taxes. But the evilly taxes are imposed,
decreased, increased, some eliminated, later reimposed, etc by evilly rulers. As per Dharma
Shaasthram, basically there are No Rulers in the Society. All people are their own Kings. Any
person including Public Servants, King, Minister, Police man, Common man who can define
the Dharma Shaasthram within the Elements and live according to it are Ruler as well as
Human Judge. GOD knowing Creatures from the Fish state is the only SUPREME JUSTICE.
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Instead of giving Security for the Real Boss 'the people' the Police are saluting the Sinners in
the Government, and are even taking weapons against their Boss to protect the Culprits,
Criminals, Sinners, wrongly named as Kings, Ministers, etc. The Police and Military Parades
etc are other Wastes and will soon end at the beginning of the Godly Revolution. The Police
as well as all People shall always obey Dharma Shaasthram in Elements notwithstanding it's

pointed out by Senior Official, Junior Officials, Beggar on the Roads, Sinners, etc.

GOD has created Powerless Souls, and to give the Souls with Infinite Pleasures, GOD availed
the Supreme Physical Form of EARTH with the minute Portions known as Elements which all

contain Infinite Power, Infinite Knowledge, and Infinite Pleasures within. Some of the
Elements are set for constituting the Body supplying the Souls with Power, Knowledge and
Pleasures, and the 'Soul+Body' form the Creature. The other elements remain in the Earth
to support the 'Creatures' and they also form as portions of Body at the Discretion of Earth
@ its gaseous form and commander 'Oxygen'. The Earth @ Oxygen serves Pleasures and
Justice to the Souls when develop them as Creatures. The Ideas or substances like political
parties, religions, governments, buildings, etc are NOT 'Souls' to receive Knowledge, Powers,

Pleasures and Justice from the Earth @ Elements. People making those institutions like
political parties, religions, governments, and/ or substances like buildings do receive Power,
Knowledge, Pleasures and Justice from the Earth @ Elements. Hence when people name

the institutions with 'of' care that the Dharma Shaasthram within the Earth are maintained.
As such the Political Parties, religions, the Courts, lotteries, insurance, Army, etc don't have

any material existence, and should NOT use 'of' attached to lands/ nation/earth. A
government is allowed as per the Political Science which is a branch of the Dharma

Shaasthram, but it can also use 'of' land or nation until Dharma Shaasthram of the Earth is
accepted and implemented at all times. Be informed that the People in the Governments in

all Nations, including that of India are presently using 'of' wrongly saving another Sin.

The Public Servants @ Slaves of the People must learn the laws of the soil and implement
the same for the Servants. They need to know a very serious factor stuck in them: The Earth
generally awards Taste for Public Services to those People who had committed extremely

severe Sins in one or many of their past Births. It's the Supreme Parental Love of the
Supreme Power Earth that the Most Sinners do good to masses to cover up the Godly
Punishments. The awarded opportunities to serve many people in accordance with the
Laws of the Soil/Earth, to earn more Holiness as to cover up the Sins are unfortunately

misused by many people because of Ego, Wrong Selfishness, etc and they earn more Sins
and corresponding Godly Punishment by doing Bad to many people / masses. The sooner
they realise and correct, the better for them. The Sinners correct themselves or not, the
Earth ever do correct all people and serve Equal Pleasures to all Babies by implementing

the Supreme Reincarnation in the Omkaara NeethiShaasthram.
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2.5. GOOD to GOD ?. All Creatures are living in line with the birth qualities, Powers,
Pleasures and the limited Knowledge received by them from the Earth @ Elements @
Oxygen. The Extra cum Infinite Knowledge received by human beings could gradually
establish the Infinite Pleasures from the Earth, as per the Scientific research and

Technological development in all fields of human life. All people come to know about a
Supreme Power GOD, thru parents, beloved, own research, .. etc and very rarely by GOD
direct. GOD is not hiding. GOD does everything perfect & is with every Soul as their Body.

Knowing of GOD, and worshipping with various beliefs, rites and customs are extremely
different matters. Knowing of GOD call for material Research for those find Pleasure in it.
Since all people are born, enjoy Pleasures and Pain, and die individually, for each person,
GOD is an individual subject, and it is a fact that a Supreme Justice GOD serves Justice to
each person individually upon the Good and Bad Doings. Prayers and Worship are thus
individual matters. Worshipping can be done only if person knows GOD from GOD and if
GOD allows. If a Supreme Power GOD who is beyond all Pleasures and has created infinite
Pleasures for the Creatures, can be easily understood that GOD find no pleasures from the
Creatures who need Power, Pleasures and Knowledge from GOD to do Worship. Further
when GOD does not establish Worship as a Pleasure of GOD, the Creatures are sure to

receive Sin and Godly Punishment for misuse of Power Pleasures and Knowledge supplied
to them. Born is to live. All people including other Creatures are living. Living is to enjoy, as

other Creatures do. The human beings are also basically living, enjoying the infinite
Pleasures from the Earth / Elements using the Power, Knowledge and Pleasures supplied by

Elements / Body / Earth / Oxygen & Water. The finding of researchers about GOD is
individual matter unless they are proved as per the scientific laws in the elements @ Earth.
The people more concerned about Souls than Body shall have to leave their Bodies first.

People are obliged to believe that the Supreme Power 'MAHAASHAKTHI GOD' @ the
EARTH which gives all Knowledge, Powers, and Pleasures excluding the Pleasures such as
Human Parental love, Romantic love, sex, which are established in between Souls, will
certainly reveal the Supreme Knowledge about GOD and the Universe including the

Purpose of Human Life, the Moksham, etc at the Right Time. The BRAHMAMMahaaDevi
has sent the Shiva Chakram in Human form as ParamaShivan to mark the MahaaVedam

before Godly Revolution by OM. Later the Supreme Mother MahaaDevi will award thru the
Supreme Father in 'Half MahaaDevi form' with Supreme Knowledge to all people

individually, scripting 'OM' on their Tongue, at the Right Time, in one Male birth between
90-95 out of the total 100 human births before Moksham@ Evolution to Star Status. The

Supreme Knowledge & Supreme Science of the Supreme Universe and of GOD @
MahaaShaasthram@MahaaVedam always rest with the Soil @ EARTH @MAHAADEVI.

'Glory only to GOD' is True, but GOD punishes who misuse the Powers, Time, etc.
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The wiser man may learn from other Creatures to care own matters and don't penetrate
into Godly matters. When people know that everything for example food, body, medicine,
and all materials and machines including the systems in the body operate according to the
Supreme Science in the Elements, it's ashaming to human beings to formulate hundreds of
Religions for the Single God, and fight in between as religious people, forgetting that they
are all human beings. GODLY matters are let known Scientifically with material proofs as

done by the Writer at the Right Time decided by Earth.

The wiser human beings failed to understand that there is only one GOD. If understood, all
religions would have been eliminated very before. Not enough, the Creatures telling

themselves as Wiser than other Creatures failed to understand that there is only one Earth,
and that all Nations are only portions of the one Earth. If understood, there shouldn't have

been any armaments and armies in Nations. The Supreme Science of Justice explains
Scientifically that all human beings have evolved from 100 births each in Fish-Plant-Bird-

Animal states, and avail another 100 births in the Final Stage as human beings, Male 50 and
Female 50, and 1 or 2 births within the 100 human births as Cow / Ox, whereas the 100

births and living take place in the different countries, but in the same and one Earth. Details
about 'Nation' are available in (1) www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/OM.pdf ,(2)
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/Aanandham.pdf , (3) ... Univserse.pdf etc.

Be informed that as part of the Godly Revolution, and Start of the 2nd MahaaKaalaChakram,
all Devatas @ Angels in the first MahaaKaalaChakram who were appointed from the

Evolution of human beings who later became evilly and wrongly considered by people as
God (s) are eliminated once for all. The details are available in the above mentioned E-
Books, and in www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/SupremeJusticeGOD.pdf There's
only one Single GOD EARTH @ the Supreme Physical Form of the Supreme Power GOD @
MahaaShakthi @ MAHAADEVI @ 'MahaaDevi+MahaaDaasan MahaaDevan ParamaShivan'.
As told before, the Earth @ God @MahaaDevi will only punish those worship GOD. The

Earth @MahaaDevi @ the Supreme Mother of the Universe will like if the babies / children
love and help one another as per the Science of Duties & Virtues @ 'Dharma Shaasthram'.
As from the Opening of Maaya @ the Godly Revolution, people living outside forests will
never get chances to create Gods and Devatas as done even in these modern times.

People care to live as other Creatures do. There are no Scientific Worship Centres on Earth
now. Worship Centres are to be built simply & scientifically, as detailed in the E-Books ....
Devaalayam.pdf , etc. The Earth @MahaaDevi @ MahaaShiva allows only ShivaLingham be
placed in all Devaalayams. Poojas, Poojaris & offerings Not allowed. Shiva Lingham is not an
idol or part of body; it is Symbolising the Whole Supreme Universe as well as the Sky which

is the Supreme Vessel where Creation and Protection including Moksham (Star) done.
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3. Primary duty of all Govts is to confirm that all old people are rightly cared. Eg. Reverse
Mortgage Loan Application of the Writer to SBI in Personal & General Perspective.

The Godly Economics proves the Supreme Parental Love and Care of Earth and the Sky,
towards all Creatures as their Supreme Mother and Father. All other Creatures are Not
awarded with the Supreme Science in the Elements but are unknowingly living as per the
Godly/ Scientific Economics. Though the human beings are blessed with more wisdom they
will consider the Simple Godly Economics as Highly Sensitive and disgusting at the start just

because of the misuse of the awarded Knowledge and Wisdom combined with Wrong
Selfishness. The increase of Pleasures are connected with Wealth whereas all Wealth come
out from the Soil @ Elements @ Earth. The maintaining / disbursement of the Wealth of
persons among family or other people is very important in many respects. As such, the
Godly driven/controlled activities of the Writer with regard to the Wealth accrued and
disbursed by Him will have to match with the Godly Economics as Perfect Models.

The Oldage Homes are increasing on Earth. The Oldage Homes represent only a portion of
the old in difficulties. Nowadays the governments in most/ many of the countries spend
Public Fund in the form of Aid, Subsidy, Loans without interest, etc. to look after the old.
Though governments are seemed pathetic, in fact they are the root cause of the growing
Oldage Homes and many difficulties of the old. Because most of them being Sinners, never
minded looking into the Simple Economics in the soil / elements. Further, the governments
are not much bothered in spending the Public Fund for personal matters instead of using
only for common matters. The world news over Televisions, Newspapers etc daily prove
that many public servants are interested more in stealing the Public Fund avoiding ethics.

While it's the primary duty of all people to take care of their old and beloved, it's the
primary duty of all governments to confirm that that all old people are rightly cared by their

children etc whom the old loved and cared in their youth time, etc. In this matter, the
arguments of the young are to be listened less by the human ruler cum judge because the
parents and their co-borns etc may remember how they looked after the children, and that
nobody remember their babyhood and childhoods exactly as their parents. Such kind of
remembrance are established by the Elements @ Earth @ Oxygen for a few matters

including the Security of the old people. The young people looking after their babies and
children can easily understand that their parents cared them like that, perhaps more,

sacrificing their enjoyments. The caring of old people are to be done by their children and
all beloved in return, but for the children. It's because, if one looks after his/her parents
and other beloved for the parents.., it's not true love. He/she should love the parents for

him/her, as if to own body. This requirement is very serious because, human babies
become youth, say after 20 years mean the parents looked after them for 20 long years,
while the child care by other creatures, for example cow, end in a few weeks or months.
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If governments punish those children who don't care the old who looked after their
children during babyhood, childhood, etc, it will only add the Pains of the old people. Hence
the human rulers and or judges leave the subject to the Supreme Justice GOD, but take care
that the Simple Economics available in the land @ elements @ earth are rightly respected.

The Economics is a sub-branch of Dharma Shaasthram@ the Science of Duties and Virtues,
which is a branch of the Supreme Science of the Universe, whereas the Supreme Science is
the Omniscience of GOD without beginning and end. The Supreme Science is dissolved in all
the Elements of Earth, hence Economics is also available in the Elements @ Earth @ GOD,
by GOD. It means the Economics @ the Financial Science can be called Godly Economics.
It's not vague ideas by people. The Godly Economics is materialistic, perfectly linking all

branches of the Supreme Science. All Elements @ every thing on/in Earth act also as Wealth.
Hence people acquire them also as Wealth. The qualities and uses, the availability, the
power needed to excavate some rare elements like gold, uranium, etc (which are all
established by the Earth) decide the value of elements. The lands, wood, gold, food,
medicines, vehicles, etc. are only various types of manifestation of the elements.

The Simple Godly Economics state that the Land @ Soil @ Earth belong to the Creator of
the Land. Though people do not find a Creator generally, they can understand with the

awarded wisdom that the Earth which supply Knowledge, Power, and the Infinite Pleasures
is the Physical form of the Creator. Even if it is not agreeable, all people agree that they or
their parents/ancestors did not create the Earth. That is, Earth is owned by Earth, or by
somebody else. All human beings and other creatures are only tenants then. Tenants

neither have any right to sell the land and other properties nor can hand over the tents to
others including the children.

Another major part of the Godly Economics is that though the parents claim ownership on
children like properties using the word 'their' (children), it's true that they did not decide

and/or do the production of sperm/egg, the growth of embryo, Birth Qualities like
female/male, colour, Face shape, beauty, organs, etc of the children, so as to declare loudly
that the children as well as all people including the parents, grand parents, the ancestors,

and the future generations of all creatures do have a different Supreme Mother and Father,
extractable as the Earth and Sky, to whom all belong like the properties. It is simply possible

to understand visually that the Supreme Mother and Father who create all babies
irrespective of their age and growth, allow them to live in/ on Earth and Sky. When all
children are basically loved by parents equally, the Supreme Mother and Father can be
understood as fully loving their children 'all creatures' equally and hence become the

Supreme Justice protecting all Creatures; and the difference of pleasures in the Fish-Plant-
Bird-Animal-Man and Births + Birth Qualities settled in Moksham, the Evolution to Star.
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The true fact is that all Creatures including the human beings are basically Souls, and
portions from the 'Powerless' Supreme Father 'Sky @ Shiva Chakram@ ParamaShivan' who

receives Supreme Powers at the Will of the Supreme Mother as per the OMKAARA
NeethiShaasthram@ the Supreme Science of Justice, and 'the Souls develop as Creatures'
only when the Supreme Mother 'EARTH @MahaaShakthi Chakram@MAHAADEVI' supply
its/her portions 'the elements to form the Body' and activate as well as control allowing
Freedom by 'Jeevan' @ the Gaseous form of Earth and the Supreme Power 'Oxygen'.

When it is understood by the human beings because of the Supreme Scientific knowledge
awarded to them that all Creatures are the babies of the Supreme Mother and Father, the

human beings are self obliged to respect their beloved as well as all Creatures in
accordance with the Dharma Shaasthram set in them by the Single GOD 'EARTH'. The

respect must be in physical terms, because GOD @ 'EARTH' has set / established all Truths
in/with physical form. The Parents caring the Children and beloved, and the Children caring
the Parents and beloved etc are /to be done physically. The attitude of the people are also
being noted by the Supreme Power Oxygen during every breath 'in physical terms'. When
the tastes of the different foods including fruits are supplied to the Soul by the Body @
Elements @ Portions of Earth/God, a soul may lie to another soul, but Not to the Body @
Earth @ God. The Earth @ Earth's gaseous form Oxygen does the Supreme Justice in
bringing sickness, curing by medicine, growths etc by cells (of the elements), meeting

accident, letting escape from hazard/ danger, etc etc in line with the birth qualities set in
the 100 human births decided by Oxygen and the effect of protective fate as per the

Supreme Science of Justice.

Taking into account of the Supreme Science of Justice by the Body @ Earth @ the JEEVAN
OXYGEN, the properties of Earth such as land and materials used and held by people should

NOT be mishandled by them or others. When people, for example, the parents and/or
children fail to mishandle the Properties held by them, it's the collective responsibility of
other people to intervene into the matter, as man and all Creatures are basically born as
social. Man / Woman is born through the parents, mother and father is only one part. The
words Man and Woman are individually plural ) social, a man become perfect only with his
other part the woman, and vice versa. The parents' properties should not be handed over
to the heirs who are basically not heirs. The children/ people are obliged to look after the
parents and all beloved who looked after them in return at own discretion. When/if there's

a government in the Society/ nation to perform the common needs of the people,
notwithstanding the people's attitude, the Supreme Science of Duties and Virtues @

Dharma Shaasthram necessitate the Rulers to care the old people. All common needs of the
Society/ nation come only next to that because 'the society or nation are termed for

people' and those people's existence was established by Earth 'thru' parents and beloved.
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The situation does not make the young and old to live without virtues. If virtues collapse,
the economy and all walks of life will fail. Because the 'Science of Duties and Virtues' are set
for the Souls to follow; when the Duties fail, Virtues also fail. When Virtues fail, family life
and Scientific life will collapse to turn back gradually to forest / animal like life. As part of
remedial measures, people not following the Science in the elements, for example, people

not avoiding liquors, including its producers, people involved in the religions, political
parties etc without any material existence etc are not fit to live in a Scientific Society, have
to be sent to forests, that too only with worn clothes to live like the animals ! However, as

detailed in the Supreme E-Books like
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/SupremeJusticeGOD.pdf etc while the Supreme
Justice Earth punish, the same EARTH embraces with Supreme Motherly Love to correct
and care her babies with exactly 100 times more than the human mother. As people do
measure things/elements in quantites, the Supreme Mother in return, measure the

Parental Love, etc between Souls in Quantities, in order that all Souls / babies awarded
Equal pleasures in each and every thing.

That's People enjoy the Freedom to spend their earned Money only as per the
Dharma Shaasthram. In order not to complicate matters, people need to care
only not to disturb others including the family members. With regard to the

properties left behind after death of parents, it will be attached to Public Funds.
It must be recognised that the Excess Properties attached to Public Fund are in
fact only the Return of Godly Properties. People are basically Souls and they

earn all Properties only with the help of the Body @ elements @ Earth @ GOD.
In fact the Share for GOD is more than 75% and such details are given the E-
book .. MahaaVedam.pdf . GOD is Supremely kind to accept the balance of

properties after use as GOD's Share. During Samhaaram of the Creation Cycle,
the Souls will be evolved gradually into Star, babies born on re-births will

continue decreasing, and population will tend to zero, but to 100, as known.
The Godly Shares added to Public Fund are generally used for Supplying Free Water to all
People, assisting People during floods, droughts, etc. Though all taxes get eliminated, the
true common requirements will be easily met by the Godly Properties. The details about
Samhaaram gradually will change the attitude of People that they take initiative to do

everything accordance in with Dharma Shaasthram.

People's Private and Public requirements are presently misinterpreted, and misplaced by
the Sinners @ governments, political, religious leaders, etc. Finding & doing Job, Saving for
Oldage, Health, Education, Learning Language, etc. are Private/Personal matters of the
human beings like eating food, and keeping the balance at secure place to eat later, etc.
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Doing extremely nasty things and claiming later as superior to animals will attach only sins
and punishments. For example, (1) the details of Nations as described before will mock at

the Armies in all countries as well as their Senior Sinners, the political, religious, and
governmental men soon from the Opening of Maaya @ the Godly Revolution. (2) when
Human beings can easily understand that other creatures do have Soul, why don't they

think of the Supreme Justice served to them. The people wasting time and energy for Yoga
etc may teach other creatures too ! The Earth made human beings to depend on other
creatures from food to many other requirements. They have the prime And more rights

on/in Earth because, they will have more time and opportunities to stay/live in Earth; while
the human beings will soon be evolved / receive Moksham and leave Earth cutting off the
relationship with GOD. The absence of other creatures including the plants will make the
life of human beings impossible. The wiser man (?) should think of such basic truths too.

The children who care their parents and other beloved in right terms can buy the Godly
Properties of their parents at less, and rarely at No price, from the Panchayat; the children
with physical disabilities & rare difficulties alone get back at No Price. The Real Panchayats

detailed in the .. MahaaVedam.pdf take the decisions. They act as the Judges too.

Before concluding, the Writer likes to ask a question to all people whether they feel bad
when knowing that GOD @ the Earth @MahaaDevi @ 'MahaaDevi+MahaaDevan' consider
and, recognise, and call them mostly as 'baby' even when they are grandma / grandpa ..

(1) Be informed that GOD is without beginning and end, infinite, but the Universe is aged
1000 Crores of years (1st MahaaKaalaChakram) + 4500 years of the present Creation Cycle
of the 2nd MahaaKaalaChakram which is the Supreme Creation Cycle for reasons detailed
in the E-Books .. OM.pdf, etc. GOD is too old and it's people's Fortune that there is the
Supreme Mother and Supreme Father to call and consider them as Baby at all times.

(2) Ego increases generally when people lose Virtues. That's when people receive Pleasures
like different Knowledge, Wealth, Power, and enjoyments, if the (Science of) Virtues fail,
Duties will also fail/ collapse. Since less knowledge/Science is awarded to other creatures
and many people they don't suffer from Ego. The Egotstic people also wil stoop to babies,

they might have done it to their children and grandchildren etc when they were/ are babies;
not only that they as well as the babies enjoyed the Parental-Baby Love at those times.
Stooping stops mostly when babies grow to youth, old, etc. The grown up youth start

stooping to parents, grand parents and other beloved. The loving Parents generally stoop
to children in youth stage too occasionally to kiss and embrace them as part of parental
love. People stooping to others because of failure in Duties and Virtues are painful,

especially to the beloved, including the children.
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If parents, grand parents and other beloved stoop to others for food and help, because of
the failure of duties by children, in divine terms, the children also stoop. Stooping is also a
vast subject. In the case of human beings gifted with more knowledge, power, and wealth,
the Earth @ God want them to choose the Right and Wrong self from the soil and bodies of
creatures as they are at the last stage of evolution to Moksham in 100 human births, after
fish plant bird and animal, each by 100 births with different Birth Qualities. The infinite
knowledge, powers, and wealth should be shared stooping to others. Those finding it

difficult shall look at the trees. As in human beings, the Body operating as God joined to the
Soul of the plants, produce fruits. Because of the weight of fruits produced by the body @
elements @ portions of Earth/God, the soul of the plants spreading thru the Skin of the
plants, also stoop. Coming back to human beings, Body @ Earth @ God convert the Souls
from baby to child, youth, middle, old people, etc , body start stooping, making the soul to
appear to others as stooping, even if the attitude of the egoistic differ from Body@ God.

People should think a little of the Supreme Mother GOD who is the Single Power in the
Universe supplying Knowledge, Power and Pleasures to all Souls. If GOD, the Supreme

Power, become egoistic, and do not stoop to creatures, what will be the status and style of
the human beings, especially that of the egoistic ? If God joined to each person as their

body does not supply knowledge, strength, etc and body remain as paralyzed, the Soul will
start to suffer mental pains and crying within the body. The body @ God stoops egoistic

souls at times when old or sick looking at the hands of people disturbed by them for sweets
and/or food like babies! The diseases which are all by the body @God @ Oxygen decide the
curing too as described before, and detailed in the E-Book ..OM.pdf etc. ! It's a Supreme

Fortune for all human beings that GOD ever consider all human beings as babies
( irrespective of their ages making them appear as babies, children, youth, old, etc.) and
stoop to them ever as Supreme Parents whose Pleasures were established before the
UNIVERSE as SUPREME PARENTAL LOVE to All Creatures @ Babies in the UNIVERSE.

(3) The Single Supreme Power split into MahaaDevi alone as the Supreme Power and
MahaaDevan ParamaShivan blessed with Supreme Powers from MahaaDevi to act as Wife

& Husband within the Atoms of all elements in the Universe as Proton and Electron,
developing them as the Supreme Mother and Father whereas the Souls of all creatures

including that of the human beings are cared by the portions of MahaaDevi and
MahaaDevan as their body at the different ages. The general Shyness in human beings
during consciousness without Clothes find meaningless when the body is the Union of

'MahaaDevi Earth and MahaaDevan ParamaShivan' treating them only as Babies.
Pleasures such as Human Parental love, Romance, sex, are in between Souls and are shared
by Souls thru the 'Open Birth-Qualities' of the Soul namely Colour, Beauty, Smell, Feel etc

linked only to/with the Skin of Bodies in all the Creatures make Souls stoop to Body @ GOD.
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REVERSE MORTGAGE LOAN

With regard to Caring Old people without financial Saving, and children failing to rightly
care due to their (unusual) disabilities, the Government @ the Panchayat shall do the

Reverse Mortgage Loan, allowing the old people to live in the house built by them and pay
for all of their expenses including light luxuries until the death of the couple. The Panchayat
shall arrange right helpers too, if needed. (The old people can sell their properties and live
as they wish is not preferable as they are old and in need of helpers and people known to
them. Hence it is the primary duty of the Panchayat @ government to check about the old
and care them. The Writer has been in many kinds of difficulties from Birth due to the
Operation of some evilly developed Devatas of the 1st MahaaKaalaChakram wrongly

understood by many people as Gods projecting 'Soul main as in Thatvamasi &Gita' & upside
down Body @ GOD & Science, combined with Minus Powers to prevent MAHAADEVI taking
Charge of the Supreme Emperor @ Supreme Justice for extra ordinary reasons like trying to
become God, detailed in ... SupremeJusticeGOD.pdf , MahaaVedam.pdf etc. Though the

financial difficulties, etc added troubles, 'the Single GOD MahaaDevi' blessed the Writer so
far not to avail loans from unrighteous people. His son assisted a lot, but discontinued/
discontinuing due to his personal difficulties including a terrible accident met by son. The
Godly works and the E-Books made available vide the website www.omsathyam.com are
fully free and me and wife live now by a small photocopying + phone recharge shop joined
to our old house. The income of less than Rs.4000 per month is not enough and do have

debts. At the same time, with the blessings of MahaaDevi I am the happiest in the Universe.

In the Godly Book sent to the President & PM in India, in 2004 beginning or before, the
Godly Economics was detailed. One learning the Godly Economics, can easily derive the
Reverse Mortgage of Properties like Land and Building of Old people. Now it looks, 'GOD
MahaaDevi' wants the most serious governmental subject also taken up thru the Writer.

I came to know about the Reverse Mortgage loan only in 2019, a few months before. The
Banks are only a temporary arrangement. After a few years, they will all end. People's

money in the form of Gold, Silver, and Copper coins will be kept by them, they may lend in
between. People will start caring each other with pure fraternal love. All people including

those in the kingdom will confirm that old people are well cared.

I have looked into the loan details online. The Central Bank of India, Adoor branch informed
me that they discontinued. IDBI will look into only if I am their customer for a minimum
period of 2 years. The Punjab National Bank was found comparatively good, they support
the old people for 20 years. The State Bank of India, Adoor branch Mgr informed me that
they don't promote the scheme, but will forward my application to their higher authorities.
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The SBI support the old for 15 years. If the old people live for more than 15 or 20 years !
The evilly character of the Bank management as well as the Governmental men are getting
exhibited. It's not the Banks, but the Governments are obliged primarily confirm that the
old people are properly supported until Death, whereas the Death is decided by the body.

Besides filling up the SBI's Application for Reverse Mortgage loan, I submit the following for
detailed study and sanctioning by the Government or by the State Bank of India, Adoor

Branch (IFSC SBIN0070060) or their higher authorities.

Family matters :-

I, Badsha, the 1st Applicant, 62 years (DoB 20.05.1958) is a severe Heart Disease + Kidney
stone + Eye + Dental.. Patient, having medical advices from Doctors in Sri Chitra Tirunal
Medical Science.. Hospital, etc that the Soul will be ousted from & by the Body soon.

3 years before, I had a good Shop at Kottamukal Junction sufficient to meet our family's
financial needs. My sickness & Shop Owner's requirements vacated me, and started a small
Shop joined to my house recently, 5 months before. The Photocopying + Phone Recharging
Centre, is being run with the poor health, and the income of about Rs 4000 per month is
very less for me and wife to survive. The 16 cents of land & the House earned is in my name,
and the Loan based on the it is in fact intended for the 2nd Applicant Mrs Saleena's
financial requirements/ livelihood. If the Bank so wish, any documents to transfer the
property in her name can be done; but be informed that the taxes, land registry, etc are
against Dharma Shaasthram, and the people who insist others to acquire such nonsense
will receive Sin and Godly Punishments.

The Second Applicant Mrs Saleena Badsha, my wife, 62 years (DoB 15.01.1958), suffering
from Varicose vein+ Eye + Blood pressure .. Patient needs financial protection during &
after my soon expected departure (human death). We have only One Son and One
daughter, the Heirs.

My daughter, Mrs. Binusha, 34,married to Mr. Shanavas is living with their 2 children in
Pattazhi. I had assisted them by paying about Rs. 25 lakhs so far. Though she is not having
any legal rights for my property, if she falls financially weak, I prefer to give her Rs 5 lakhs
more if I can, in accordance with the special care to be given to ladies as per their Motherly
duties, and the weakness of body' elements Scientifically, compared to males.

My son, Mr. Ashok Shah, 37 years, employed in Saudi Arabia, living with his wife and
daughter is understood to be Not financially strong at present after he met serious car
accident, his both legs broken, intensive surgery done, steel plates put in for lifetime, much
money spent, and no insurance coverage. He claimed a sum of Rs. 26 lakhs said to be as
paid to us during his 15 years total service in Saudi Arabia.
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The parents who brought up Children can also write down accounts for Crores of Rupees,
but in the case of our son Ashok Shah, we have to be more sympathetic and are obliged to
return the money claimed by him as he is one seriously injured injured in a very big
accident, escaped after Major Surgery, Ventilator Oxygenation, etc. However, the Economic
Laws in the Elements of the Soil @ Earth don't approve other financial donations to Son. I
am one blessed to learn and obey the Laws of the Soil/Land which are set and dissolved in
the Elements by the Elements @ Soil @ Earth. The Godly Economics nullifying any Rights of
the Parents for awarding financial help / gifting properties to sons was detailed in the Book
and sent to the President of the Government in India and the Highest Court in India (named
incorrectly as the Supreme Court of India). Both offices replied to me.

The reply from the Office of the President of the Government in India, by reference Public-1
Section, No. P1/A 43388 dated 23 Feb 2004, signed by one Under Secretary (P) states that
the E- Book was forwarded to the Prime Minister's Office for appropriate Action. The Letter
from the President's Office is attached in the First page of this Godly Notice cum Loan
Application to expressly state that the Bank which sanction the Reverse Mortgage Loan will
not face any trouble from my Heirs, the only Son.

The Property in my name awards Equal Rights to the 2nd Applicant, Mrs. Saleena Badsha,
Wife, and after her, Ashok Shah enjoys the Right to clear/close the Bank Loan. The Property
is sufficient to clear his financial demand of Rs. 26 Lakhs too. He may enjoy the Balance
Property, and shall disburse an amount of Rs. 5 lakhs to my daughter Binusha.

I don't know, whether the a.m.Book and the other Memorandums sent before 2004
helped anybody in the Parliament, Banking, etc in constituting the Reverse Mortgage loan.
Be informed that All Scientific Laws are with Physical Existence dissolved in the Elements
and they are all the Properties of the Elements @Earth. The researchers including the
Writer are only tools of the Elements @ Soil @ Earth @ GOD. As stated rightly before, the
Elements constituting the 'Body of the Creatures including that of the human beings' are
the Portions of the Earth @ GOD which give the 'Soul', all kinds of 'Pleasures as well as Pain'
from Food, Medicine, etc which are also Elements. The Soul is the Recipient and the Body is
the Giver. Those matters are scientifically proved and explained in the Books
www.omsathyam.com/Godly Revolution/Aanandham.pdf , www.omsathyam.com/Godly
Revolution/OM.pdf , etc available in www.omsathyam.com

The Present Courts on Earth are basically wastes; as they don't have any roles in the society
as they are not following the Law of the Land created by the Land, and available in the Land
for ever. The Slaves of the People named as King and the Ministers do the human
judgements. The present judges, lawyers, etc better leave before the Godly Revolution and
do Cultivation with pride and enthusiasm, etc for their betterment.
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It was a requirement to brief the Writer's family. With regard to the name of the Writer, say
'Badsha', it's a temporary name before the Fish Avataar, hence avoided mostly in the Godly
Works, the Supreme Science. The Writer publicly relinquished the religion obtained by birth
as well as all religions before the Fish Avataar (MalsyaAvataaram) in 1989 as the Earth @
GOD @ MahaaDevi is not part of the nasty religions on Earth. (Be informed that as soon as
the Godly Revolution begin, all religious believers start putting all religious books used and
kept by them publicly into fire. It's advisable to use the fire for cooking, etc. The
'BRAHMAM MahaaDevi' who is not only non-religious, but also beyond the Universe has
blessed me, the Writer, with the Designation 'ParamaShivan'. In 2008, on an early morning
BRAHMAM MahaaDevi blessed me with a Supreme Revelation that the SUPREME MOTHER
has already availed Human Birth in a Hindu Family in Kerala, a girl known and treated by me
as daughter, later wondered learning it was her 18th Birthday. Be informed that the EARTH
@ MAHAADEVI care to protect at least a portion of the Supreme Science resurrect in India
in all Creation Cycles. The Hinduism in this Creation Cyce is such portion NOT written by
human beings which will dissolve at first in Supreme Science upon Start of Godly Revolution.

Badsha's wife is mentioned in the Loan Application, etc as Mrs. Saleena Badsha. It's true.
But it should be noted also that all human beings are Babies of 'MahaaDevi and
ParamaShivan'. Hence Mrs. Saleena Badsha is a daughter of ParamaShivan. MahaaDevi has
informed me many human + Devata births of Saleena and a few other people for widening
my knowledge. Some of the Devatas in the 1st MahaaKaalaChakram and some personalities
in the present Creation Cycle of the 2nd MahaaKaalaChakram are mentioned in the E-Book
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/SupremeJusticeGOD.pdf As described before, and
detailed in the E-Book, the bigger Sinners are awarded with opportunities to serve the
public as their slaves to cover up their very big Sins in the past births as to save them from
the corresponding severe Godly Punishments. Everything in the Universe /Earth is created
with material existence. Hence repentance for sins by words do not cover up the Sins. The
People can do introspection and find out the errors and sins of the present birth. For sins by
words, they shall beg / request pardon. For the already done sinful deeds, it may not be
possible to correct by deeds in return. Hence Godly Punishments; for example, a murder.

Top Egoistic Sinners reborn more in Kerala. My close relatives+son+neighbors are re-births
of past Devatas who did severe Wrongs, and under Godly Punishments. Once the Godly
Revolution begins, they will all repent too much compared to others and begin corrective
measures as per the Supreme Science. As part of the Supreme Parental Love, some of them
are / were awarded special chances to learn/ try Science and/or curse, humiliate me, etc.

To MahaaDevi and ParamaShivan, whose Pleasures were established before the Universe
as SUPREME PARENTAL LOVE including SUPREME SLAVERY to All Creatures @ Babies in the

UNIVERSE, there's no special consideration for anybody in order that Equal Pleasures
served to all Babies, so that EARTH@ GOD@MAHAADEVI EVER REMAIN SUPREME JUSTICE.
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4. About the fast approaching GODLY REVOLUTION : OM will sound

soon everywhere in the Universe including the Body of all creatures, not disturbing other
creatures and the Stars, for 3 to 33 years. MahaaDevi's Supreme Parental Love Plays begin !

GOD has established Sound as the Topmost Factor of the Universe such that the Universe
can be understood as almost Dead without Sound. BRAHMAM (GOD) enters into every

atom of everything in the Universe as OM = Sound Brahmam. GOD does the Creation and
Protection of the Universe by OM which is the Root of the Supreme Science as well as

GOD's Supreme Knowledge. It is simple logic as per Physics that a Sound will definitely be
produced when Electrons round Protons in every atom of everything in the Universe. In
fact people would start realizing upon blessing that GOD created a law (in Physics) that

Sound will be produced when one or more items act upon other item(s) or in between. The
Sounds of Motors, wheels, fans, hand-clap etc are examples. It is another scientific law that
the actions/reactions in between different things/elements make different sounds as we
experience in life. However, in the case of the Minute Sound within the Atom, the reacting
items are always the same; each Electron rounds specific Proton, resulting that the Root-
Sound in all atoms of everything in the Universe will be one and the same, though Tone
variations may apply to the Root Sound in accordance with the variations in the Styles of

the Revolving of Electrons. The Sound within the Atom is not proved as OM until it is loudly
heard. As briefed above, the Sound within the Atom is OM ... it will be heard soon ....
perhaps GOD may bless the writer to reveal more ... GOD knows. Since BRAHMAM is
dissolved in OM, OM is Supreme, and GOD can scientifically do the entire Creation &
Protection of the Universe by staying as OM in any/every atom of the Universe. The

Sounding of OM marks the GODLY REVOLUTION. Earth @ Supreme Mother Laughs as OM.
GOD will soon bless all people in the Universe including the Deaf, to hear the Supreme
Laugh OM. The wise, the ignorant, etc who believe that even GOD cannot solve the
problems created and worsened by the people on Earth will wonder when GOD, the
Supreme Power, solve all problems by a Supreme Laugh. On hearing the Supremely

Melodious OM, the Good people, particularly the farmers will be very happy. OM will be
Supremely Melodious to the Wrong people too, namely the religionists, the political leaders,
the rich and other wicked; but they all will frighten and immediately repent for their errors,
and correct themselves as per the Science of Duties & Virtues (Dharma Shaasthram). Finally,
all people on Earth will gradually be happy when all themselves succeed in changing Earth

into Heaven, by adhering to the Science of Duties & Virtues (Dharma Shaasthram).
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With regard to Divine/Scientific Prayers, people shall recognize that every creature has
been created individually and not as a group with differences in Beauty, Color, Health, Age,
Height, Weight, Nationality, Job taste, Hobby taste, Wisdom, etc, leading to quite different

problems, feelings, and requirements. The Prayers of each individual thus becomes
different from that of another. GOD blesses each individual to have the Complete Freedom
to pray for their individual requirements as per their thoughts at their time; or pray not.
Many religions and people who act as religious scholars cut off the Freedom given to
Creatures by their Creator & bind them in contractual & group prayers with stipulated

timings. Those priests & scholars curtailing the GOD given freedom to creatures are defying
GOD and earning sins. The people involved in spiritual matters were / are obliged to

continue research in theology instead of carrying and spreading religious wastes. Since One
Straight Line only can be drawn to join 2 points, they were supposed to understand that the
True Science joining the Creatures and their Creator will also be ONE and that the many
religions on earth are like the Curved lines joining 2 points which can be drawn in infinite
number. It is simple logic that if one religion is 100% perfect, all other religions cannot be
100% perfect. All Religions on earth are like Curved Lines with the pity that they could not
even join the 2 points, the Creatures & the Creator. They failed to realize that GOD do not
conceal the Supreme Science of the Universe; instead reveals every law in the Universe at
the Right Time set by GOD. Further, GOD blesses each individual with the Supreme Science

as detailed in www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/OM.pdf etc.

Though New revelations continue, the Writer presume that Godly Revolution may begin
soon, but not to be anxious, GOD do everything at the Right Time. With regard to New
Revelations a Supreme E-Book published before combined in English & Malayalam about

'Shiva Lingham' 100 pages, www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/ShivaLingham.pdf , will
have to be modified : the Shiva Chakram@ Sky containing the Supreme Soul Shiva, the
SHAKTHI CHAKRAM EARTH forming with SHAKTHI Protons and Shiva Electrons, the

evolution of Souls / Stars, and the Operation in detail is envisaged as at now. MAHAADEVI
decides when, how, etc. Another major issue is the Expansion of the Matters regarding
Elements in Food, Medicines, etc. Being Portion of Earth @ GOD; Food, Medicines & all
Elements regularised with lawsmay change & act as GOD if the OM in Atoms so decide.

The EARTH @ GOD@MAHAADEVI, the SUPREME MOTHER OF THE UNIVERSE
opens Maaya soon with the Supreme Laugh 'OM' for 3 (to 33) years, and the
GODLY REVOLUTION begins then ! Heaven will be created on Earth soon !!
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5. Some Godly Works of the Writer : Contents of the E-Books are mostly in

Malayalam language, hence details too. Rights Open/Free for anything including Translation.
മഹാശിവയുെട 'മ��ാവതാരം +ഓം' �പകാരം �പസി�ീകരി�ഇ-ദിവ�മഹാേവദ

�ഗ��ൾസൗജന�മായി PDFഫയലുകളായി�് ലഭി�ു�ു :-

1.സർ�ം മ�ടി. Pages 647
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/Mannadi.pdf

1A. GODLY NOTICE To Governments on Earth/ Govt in India Pages 30

www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/GodlyNotice.pdf
2.ആന�ശാസ്�തം. Pages 705

www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/Aanandham.pdf
3.ൈദവം ഉെ��ു െതളിയി�ു�ു. (English & Malayalam) Pages 100
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/GOD'sExistenceProved.pdf
4.ശിവലിംഗം Pages 100 www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/ShivaLingham.pdf

5.ഓം Pages 1068 www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/OM.pdf
6.സനാതനധർ�ം = �പപ�ംഎ�് െതളിയി�ു� .ു
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/Universe.pdf Pages 684

7. മഹാേവദം@ മഹാശാസ്�തം@ 3 േവദ�ൾ Pages 2250
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/Mahaavedam.pdf

8. മനുഷ�ന് നീതി വിധി�ാൻകഴിയി�.+മു�െ�രിയാർഅണെ��്.. P 930
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/SupremeJusticeGOD.pdf

9.സർ� േദശ ഭൂമി ഗാനം, ഭൂമി പതാക Pages 274
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/NationalSongEmblemFlagConstitutionCourtEtc.pdf
10. ഭൂമിയിെലഎ�ാ േദവാലയ�ളിെലയും 'െത��കള�ംശരികള�ം'അടി�ാന പരമായും

മഹാശാസ്�ത �പകാരവും വിശദീകരി�ു�വലുതും െചറുതുമായ 2 �ഗ��ൾ: Pages 400 & 180
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/Devaalayam.pdf &

www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/ChurchMosqueTempleSabarimala.pdf
11. മ���ൾ Pages25 www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/Mantras.pdf
12. മഹാശാസ്�തപരമായി െതാഴിലുകെളനാലായി വിഭജി�ാം. 2 �ഗ��ൾ : Pages 200 & 72

www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/4JobDivisions.pdf
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/4JobDivisionsBrief.pdf േമൽവിവരി�വ
ഉൾെ�െട നാളിതുവെര �പസി�ീകരി�അനവധി �ഗ��െളസൗജന�മായി
ചുവെടയു�ലി�ിൽനി�ുംഒ�ി��ം ഒ�യ്�ുംഡൗൺേലാഡ് െച�ാനാകും :-

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1JXQ--TLJhE6dQdN8DA16KNEPIHKI-usJ
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6. EMERGENCIES

ALL PEOPLE ARE KINGS EXCEPT THE SINNERS PLACED AS
RULERS, MINISTERS, ETC FED BY PEOPLE TO SERVE PEOPLE
(THE BOSS) AS 'SLAVES'. THE EARTH DOES IT WITH SUPREME
PARENTAL LOVE TO COVER UP THEIR SINS IN THE PAST BIRTHS.

'Body formed of Elements of the Earth @ GOD' do the 'Supreme Rule & Justice' on
'Everyone's Soul', giving Pleasures incl Pain, Power, Knowledge, Birth & Death,..

ALL HUMAN BEINGS IN ALL COUNTRIES ON/IN EARTH ARE GOD'S@ EARTH'S BABIES
@ CHILDREN, BASICALLY WITH NO DIFFERENCES.

Mad Devotions attract Godly Punishments. People should live as per the
Supreme Science of Duties & Virtues dissolved in the Elements @ Earth.

NO TAX IN ELEMENTS. EVERYTHING WITHOUTMATERIAL / PHYSICAL EXISTENCE NOT
ALLOWED BY EARTH, HENCE TO BE ELIMINATED.

The main Portion or the Wealth in full that could not be carried by the Rich during Death, should
be added to the Public Funds as per the Godly Economy. GOD care that the Deceased receive Right

Wealth in Rebirth/Evolution.

Soil @ Places @ Nations @ Earth @ the solid form of GOD alone has Rights &
Powers with regard to creating Contract in All matters of Soil. It is Crime if People &
Rulers create Contract /Deed for Soil @ Lands & Building and hand over to one's
beloved. Since Lands & Buildings can't be transferred to Heads & Hands, Deeds are

not Godly. People avail Rights/Power to sell Land and/or Building only when there are
No Government in the Society. The Ruler/ King/ Minister, being the Servant of each
individual in the Society, should act as the Representative of Soil/GOD and buy the
Land and/or Building of any /an Individual upon his Personal Requirements, using Public Fund,

and acc to the Supreme Science of Duties & Virtues. Later, Govt sell those Properties.
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Prayer cum Worship Centres are to be constructed and maintained in accordance with the
OMKARA SCIENCE Of JUSTICE. Most / All Centres before Opening of Maaya be converted into

Inns, Refreshing Centres, Toilets, etc and the Wealth added into Public Funds.

All people relinquish their Religious, Political and other Thoughts, Customs & Books themselves upon Opening of
Maaya; burn the Religious Books, etc & end all nonsenses. All people can quite happily live following the Supreme

Science of Duties and Virtues contained in this Electronic Supreme Book.

In accordance with the Supreme Science of Duties and Virtues, all jobs on Earth, are classified into
the 4 Genuine Divisions as Cleanliness, Necessity, Requirement & Hobby. The Government is only

a Requirement, Not a Necessity.

All people including Police shall live & do Service in accordance with the
Supreme Science of Duties and Virtues contained in Soil/Earth, and in this
Supreme E-Book. Obey only Science; NOT Human beings. To live realising
the Truth that 'No person is lesser than a King; and bigger than a Beggar.' No

Police escorts to King, Ministers, etc.

Rulers/Ministers/King are Public Servants, constituted, and fed
by the People to do their Common Requirements.

The Panchayats & Corporation appoint Required number of men in Police,
Water, Transport etc and do pay for their Services.

Pensions are not Rights, but receiving Others' money, equal to Begging. The financially sound
governments may help poor people who live as per the Supreme Science of Duties and Virtues.

The Courts, Banks, Insurance, PSC, Employment Exchange, Tax dept, Legislative assemblies, etc
are NOT Godly; hence ended self upon the Opening of Maaya.

Public Funds should not be used for Hobbies: Sports, Games, Arts, Literature and
Music. Ministers etc, if interested, may promote by paying from own earnings as per

Godly Freedom.
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Musicians including singers care to give Joy to GOD's children as per the Science of Duties and
Virtues; Don't try to please GOD who blessed them with Music & is beyond all Pleasures.

All countries are part of Earth/GOD; and they don't fight in between. The ignorant &
Evilly People do Wars. The Supreme Mother is quite unhappy when her Children
named as Soldiers etc kill in between. Retrench the Soldiers in all countries, except

Police. Those Kings, Ministers, Prime Ministers, Presidents etc interested in Wars shall
fight in person at own expenses and enjoy such Evilly Hobby, instead of persuading

Soldiers @ GOD's Children, to kill each other and/or common people.

Human Rule should not extend to Forests, Rivers, and Seas/ Ocean. GOD's other Children/
Creatures should enjoy Free Living like Human beings.

Production, Sale and Consumption of Tobacco, Alcoholic drinks, and Drugs should be strictly
limited to Medicines. Violation endanger the Social Living upon Scientific Development bringing

advanced features like Vehicles, TV, phone, etc.

Properties of Violators/Criminals should be seized, and they be sent to Forests/Islands
with 'the Wearing Clothes alone' for a minimum period of 3 months upto 10 years.

People involved in Mad Devotions, Spreading Unscientific beliefs (superstitions) and similar
Crimes shall be given Chance to enjoy Forest/Island life without carrying earned Properties.

The Human beings make Atomic Energy Plants, Chemical (engineering)
factories, Bridges, Dams, etc availing Scientific factors and facilities. They
are by People, not by GOD. The Human Rulers are obliged to maintain such
factories in all possible ways and at all times, because, their negligence

would endanger the Lives and Properties of Human and other beings. There
are specific reasons for Earthquake, Tsunami, Volcano, etc as per the

Supreme Science of Justice, detailed in the E-Books,
www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/SupremeJusticeGOD.pdf etc.
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Some other GODLY Matters

GOD, the Omnipotent and Omniscient, has been Creating & Protecting the Supreme Universe
with GOD's Supreme Powers & Supreme Knowledge. GOD & GODLY matters are above the
Universe and such Supreme & All Knowledge can be known only when GOD blesses with.

GOD reveals all Godly matters and the Supreme Science of the Universe, perfectly at the
Right Time in all Creation Cycles. GOD @ the (Supreme Father cum) Supreme Mother of the
Universe has dissolved the complete Supreme Science into the Soil / Earth. The GODLY
matters, namely GOD, GOD's figure, Maaya, OM, OMKARAM, OMKARA Science of
Justice, BRAHMAM are Supreme /Transcending. GOD has merged them in the Soil/Earth

thru OM, the Sound-Brahmam.

GOD @MAHAADEVI reveals the Knowledge about GODLY matters at the Supremely
Right Time in all Creation Cycles -'just before the Opening of Maaya', thru GOD's Shiva- Part

named ParamaShivan.

The Supreme Science dissolved in Soil/Earth is Resurrected in all Creation Cycles by
attaching GOD's 'Fish Avataar & OM' with GOD's Shiva-Part assigned as 'ParamaShivan.'

MAHAADEVI's Creational Portion develops as FISH and enters into the Shiva Chakram
developing as ParamaShivan thru one of his Nostrils. BRAHMAM@MahaaDevi writes the
OM-script on/in the tongue of ParamaShivan, so that ParamaShivan could Resurrect the True
Vedas @ Supreme Science. It is being Done for the Present Supreme Creation Cycle .. thus
this Supreme E-Books mentioned in Chapter 5. From the History of 1000 Crores of Years, it's
evident that the GODLY matters relating Maaya Powers should not be entrusted to Creatures.

The Supreme Creation (of Creatures) had begun from Fish. GOD bless ParamaShivan with the
Supreme Maaya Powers connected with the Supreme Creation, and Protection of the Universe
in association with the Supreme Science thru the Fish Avatar of MahaaShiva. In spite of the

word MAHAADEVI, MahaaShiva is used because 'Creatures & the Universe' are a
Combination of MahaaShiva & Shivan. When MahaaShiva = MAHAADEVI avails the Fish
Avataar being the Creational Portion of MAHAADEVI for both Male+Female Creation, the
NEW Creation pauses Until the Next Creation Cycle. Reincarnation alone follow in Fishes.
MahaaShiva's Fish Avataar occupies a Seat within the Forehead of ParamaShivan, and stay

there until the Beginning of the Next Creation Cycle; and then move on to the Supreme Ocean
again as FISH.

The Creation Cycles, Life, Happiness, and the Evolution (Moksham) are based upon the
Supreme Science of the Universe dissolved into Soil / Earth; which is in fact a Portion of

GOD's Supreme Knowledge @ Omniscience.
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The Time, Calendar, Life of all Creatures in accordance with the Set Times, push them
forward as per Re-incarnations. Although they are all Supreme matters, Human beings are
convinced only when GOD open Maaya, by the Supreme Sound OM. 1 Creation Cycle =

10000 years. Each Creation Cycle consists 2 Parts : Periods without the Presence of Maaya @
GOD; and with the Presence of Maaya @ GOD.

The 'Maaya' @ GOD hides the Presence in the First part of the Creation Cycle, which is 4500
years constituted of the Average age of 50 years by 90 births /Reincarnations. During the

Period, GOD reveals the lessons of the Supreme Science Of the Supreme Universe, dissolved
in Soil/Earth, thru Human beings. The blessed people living as per the Supreme Science of

Duties and Virtues alone can realise that GOD release the Lessons of the Universe.

Making use of the the New Scientific lessons, people go ahead with Technological
Development and corresponding Innovation in life styles with the New materials/products, etc

By the End of the First part of the Creation Cycle, without the Open Presence of Maaya/
GOD, there develop an almost saturated situation in all fields of Human Life. GOD begins
the Revolution by Supreme Laugh 'OM' at this time, for a period of 3-33 years whereas each
person hears OM for 3 years, from everywhere in the Universe, and even from their own

Body/organs.

During the 33 years of Godly Revolution, people realise that the Beliefs, Rights & Customs,
followed by them in Godly matters and their Life were all totally Wrong and relinquish them

all; and begin to live as per the Supreme Science of Duties and Virtues.

A period of 500 years including the 33 years of Godly Revolution are termed as Heavenly
Life on Earth. The people in all countries on Earth live GOD's Children' as in One Country,
enjoy and share all Scientific Pleasures brought out by the Supreme Science of the Supreme
Universe as per the Science of Duties and Virtues, and in the (Open) Presence of GOD.

The Moksham @ the Evolution to Star of the Human beings in the Creation Cycle are
awarded in the next 5000 years. People are blessed individually in One out of the 100 Human
Births to learn the Supreme Science & worship GOD. The OM script should be written on/in

the tongue of Human beings too, as to understand the Supreme lessons of the Supreme
Science. GOD sends 'own Part ParamaShivan', the Father of the Universe with the Supreme
Half-Devi figure, to every PerSon, convincing that every Son @ Creature is Precious to GOD;
created and Supreme Science awarded / imparted individually by writing OM on Tongue.

Further, let Known that GOD is neither Woman, nor Man, nor any Creature. In the following
Births until Evolution, Man/Woman enjoy Godly Blessings.

The Human beings should not unnecessarily interfere in the GODLY matters, lying that GOD
entrusted GODLY matters to them, their Evilly Spreading of Nonsenses accumulate in the

form of Religions / Opinions without material existence.
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OM NamaShivaya = Bow down to MahaaShiva / MahaaDevi.

The Supreme Power @ EARTH @
MahaaShakthi@MahaaDevi has come & soon open
Maaya, begin Godly Revolution everywhere in/on

Earth by the Supreme Laugh OM.
The People's servants in the Government in India shall first study this Godly Notice for them

as to escape from Sins keeping in mind that people cannot escape from from the Earth,
Oxygen, and Water, even if die. There is a Protocol for Godly Notices, etc. Quote :

To Judges, Rulers, etc. who avoid the People who use the words "In the name of GOD".

GOD blesses All People to overcome Punishments by doing Good, vide Protective Fate. The Judges,
Political Rulers, etc should stop all their activities and listen to the words of People who use the words "In
the name of GOD". It is to be understood that the People who genuinely use the words "In the name of
GOD" has (had) had Blessings and advices/ instructions/orders from GOD intended to be carried out mainly
by the Political Rulers/ Judges, etc which are to be considered as if it is from GOD for the benefit of the
people involved /concerned. A King/ Minister, etc who live on Public Bread is obliged to respect a Common
Man as his Master and obey the Divine Request and/or Order carried to him by his Master (public) from the
Supreme Justice (GOD). Thus the King / Ministers / Judges etc who rule a society /nation are obliged to
obey the Genuine Requests and/or Orders from those People using the words "In the name of GOD". Their
disregard is sure to bring big losses to the People in the Country. Hence the Sin acquiring for disrespect of
the Godly words will be very big. The Punishments too. The People who use the words "In the name of
GOD" may/shall be asked for Scientific Proofs and/or Divine (Maaya-related) Proofs in accordance with
their Demand/ Request/Order. The Judges, Political Rulers, etc are obliged to act in accordance with the
subject brought about. The different losses causing to the People in the country due to the disregard-ing of a
Godly Request/Order/ Notice can be understood from the following examples :
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(1) The Writer has passed a Request-cum-Order to the Govt in India as well as the Highest Court (s) in India
to stop further political elections; and directed them to act according to the contents of the Request-cum-
Order issued by Badsha, with the Powers conferred to him to act as the Supreme Justice for
MAHAASHAKTHI (GOD). (The Order was sent to the President, PM, Deputy PM, Highest Court in India,
High Court in Kerala, several Newspapers, TV, etc. by E-mail, Fax, Post & thru the Web site on 06
September 2003. Reminders were also sent. It was simple to understand from one or a few parts of the web
site that his writings are all Divine. It was quite simple to verify his words scientifically. He also requests
(ed) for the same. Since his demand was purely scientific, the Judges & Political rulers, etc only need (ed) to
stop their activities related with conducting elections and do scientific verification of the web site & other
activities of the Writer. .. (2) All Devatas in All Religions in the 1st MahaaKaalaChakram of 1000 Crores of
Years have been eliminated once for all, some punished as nasty worms, dogs, monkeys, etc, many are
reborn, growing and living without any remembrance for the time being, Durga received pardon from
MahaaDevi in my presence was rubbed out upon her request, the Naaraayanan @ Raman having availed
human birth and knowing his severe Wrongdoings have been repenting to MahaaDevi and correcting as per
Dharma Shaasthram; etc. As such, with what Authority the so called Judges and other slaves take up cases
like Ayodhya wasting the Public Funds and increasing their Sins & Punishments.

The Judges, Rulers, etc. who do not listen to the People who use the words "In the name of GOD",
are doing very great Sins, and sure to take one or many births both as Monkeys and Donkeys with Tortures.
The Judges / Kings / Ministers, etc. should always remember that a very common man living in a village-
corner as a Butcher or Barber may rank more than a King in line with his past (many) births. Please
remember : All People on Earth receive Equal Justice from the Real Supreme Justice. Nobody is bigger than
a beggar and NOT smaller than a King/Emperor. (I had sent a few orders to the Political Rulers & Judges in
India with national and international interests as well as to UNO.). To People who abuse / misuse the words
"According to DaivaShastram / Theology", In the name of GOD, etc. :- GOD blesses All People to
overcome Punishments by doing Good, vide Protective Fate. The people who cannot clarify/explain topics
scientifically should not use the words "According to DaivaShastram/Theology". Theology (Daiva Shastram
= Supreme Science) is the Mother-Science of all branches of Science. It is from GOD. It is to be understood
that the Representative of GOD too receive the vast knowledge after many Divine Oaths / Swearing, and
Tests, etc. People should not abuse / misuse Daiva Shastram. It will be Sin. Those abuse the Supreme
Science will be given added punishments in the re-births as Monkey and/or Donkey many times, etc. Human
Governments/Judiciary may better pardon those people and/or with light punishments.

After scientifically studying the above Protocol, this Godly Notice, and the Godly E-Books,
the Governments in all countries on Earth preferably led by the Very Severe Sinners @
Public Servants in the Government in India shall unitedly and/or personally take up the
Emergency measures if they are with material existence. They need to do only for them. As
the Elements, Body, Earth, Water, and Oxygen which are basically One and the same GOD
doesn't need any assistance from Creatures, and do correct everything perfectly with
the Omkaara NeethiShaasthram @ the Supreme Science of Justice.
With Godly Parental Love,

By Order of the Supreme Power GODMAHAADEVI,
Supreme Servant cumMahaaDevan PARAMASHIVAN.

Glory only to GOD @ EARTH @MAHAADEVI.

Godly Notice to Govt in India, etc. : www.omsathyam.com/GodlyRevolution/GodlyNotice.pdf


